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12/30/17 Because some people have had problems with the new Drag-n-Drop file upload we've turned it off.
You can turn it back on using the [Options] menu (top right) and turn on "Drag and drop file selection"
under General settings.
09/02/17 To enable easier browsing of slower boards, we have enabled the overboard, displaying the most
recently posted to threads from all boards
09/02/17 New board: /üb/ - Überhengst, for discussion of self-development, fitness and literature, and western
culture. /sp/ is now a permanent board.
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[–] ▶ Aryanne Ban discussed on DB post ChCh Anonymous (You)

03/22/19 (Fri) 15:17:04 ID: 00911 No.213349 >>213355 >>213359 >>213371 [Watch Thread]

New DB Wrongthink Controversy Post ChCh Shooting
As of March 21st 2019, Users on the Forums of Derpibooru Are discussing to issue a sitewide ban against Aryanne, "Right Wing" Memes & "racist" jokes. Administration of DB has replied to this
thread.
I discovered most of this information today by accident when i was looking up the new Aryanne art, as i do daily. I noticed that 2 pieces were deleted. The trail led me from a piece of detractor art, to an antifa affiliated
"artist"and from there to his forum post history.
I Present to You what I have found.
For other Intel on DB Censorship, check this thread
https://mlpol.net/mlpol/res/209299.html#q209299
++++++
SOURCES
Ban Aryanne, Memes and Jokes
Original Forum Link
https://derpibooru.org/meta/ban-racist-jokes-memes-and-aryanne
Archive
http://archive.fo/OjMhK
Thread creator
https://derpibooru.org/profiles/daveedila
+++
SmartMars603
selfdeclared Autistic Bisexual Antifa Brony, glorifies communism
seems to speak a bit of german or is of german ancestry
circa 16 ears old according to himself (unconfirmed)
white male with glasses, unwashed black hear, Acne and beard stubbles on the chin
disfigured neck
lives in a broken down, dirty home (possibly a halfway house)
with abused furniture, toys and lumps of clothes over the floor.
Bed is not made and he looks like he doesn't care much about body hygiene.
considers his OC close to immortal
considers himself a youtuber and an artist, despite his dormant youtube channel and next to no artistic ability
DB Profile
https://derpibooru.org/profiles/SmartMars603
DB Archive
http://archive.fo/Q9nNk
Art Original
https://derpibooru.org/search/index?q=artist%3Asmartmars603+%7C%7C+editor%3Asmartmars603
Art Archive
http://archive.fo/UiMKE
+++
Smartmars603
Tumblr Main account
https://smartmars603.tumblr.com/
Archive
http://archive.fo/E1s8E
DISCLAIMER - the prolific Usage seized in 12/2018 due to tumblr change of TOS
+++
Youtube Channel, est 08/2016
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUane_n3pkDhc-3AVTgIPeg
Archive
http://archive.fo/Z7TuG
Most famous video
https://youtu.be/f2fQMQdZqGY [Embed]
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS
Spring 2014
First piece of Aryanne Art uploaded to DB
Summer 2014
Censorship against Aryanne starts on "controversial images", continues
2015/2016
Smiling Pony, Owner and Admin of Derpibooru, complains about Aryanne Art uploads,
closes comment section of the Zeppelin Animation from Kanashipanda
Pushback against Political Content and the US Election
DB starts employing Patreon Supporters as volunteers and moderators
Inscreaing Censorship on images, Bans on comment sections
April 2017
/mlpol/ happens
Spring 2017
/mlpol/ Art comes into existences
Aryanne Art starts being uploaded in cohesion with /mlpol/ art
2017/2018
DB starts deleting /mlpol/ related content and Aryanne Art
DB moves servers away from russia, Move Notice on the domain change has to be changes for being insulting to Russians.
April 2018
DB celebrates April Fools day by turning the entire website into a communist website rules by Stalin glimmer
Admin of DB releases Rant against "Nazis" on tumblr
Autumn 2018
DB employs politically motivated filters, mass flagging all pieces of Aryanne art with "Nazi" regardless of content. Safe Aryanne Art can no longer be seen without the standard filter
Autumn 2018-today
DB Mods delete over 100 pieces of MLPOL and Aryanne art.
DB mods sends a complaint to MLPOL Upload Account via private message
(Note: All images were being uploaded anonymously)
March 15th 2019
Christchurch Shooting happens
March 16th 2019
Pony Version of Brenton Tarrant is posted to DB by a random user
March 20th 2019
February Content of the Official Aryanne Thread is being uploaded to DB for Archiving purposes,
Including 2 pieces of Anthro Aryanne shooting A human Antifa gangster with a gay pride armband that was made on MLPOL a month prior
The Same Day DB User Daveedila creates the Thread on the DB Forums titled
"Ban racist jokes, memes and Aryanne"
Both the Site Owner and the head of moderation reply
Anti-Aryanne Sentiments are being Posted by DB Site Administration
DB User SmartMars603 replies to this thread
March 21th 2019
DB User SmartMars603 posts an image of Aryanne being chase by his Original character with a burning Molotov shouting "Death to Fascist".
SmartMars603 posts a long comment chain on the image.
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▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 15:43:59 ID: c5736 No.213355 >>213368

>>213349 (You) (OP)
>images showing abuse of ponysona are banned
Thank football for keeping that kind of mental retardation offsite.

▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 15:57:12 ID: 50d45 No.213359
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>>213349 (You) (OP)
Wtf Aryanne is one of the most popular OCs in the entire fandom,
and they want to ban her?!

▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 16:05:58 ID: 50d45 No.213362

>>213350 (You)
>DB Mods delete over 100 pieces of MLPOL and Aryanne art.
Motherfucker. A quarter of the uploads with that tag were mine…

▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 16:07:53 ID: 557ee No.213363

So if we tag every Aryanne post with abuse they will be safe?

▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 16:41:46 ID: 819c2 No.213366

The day when futa/vore/foalcon becomes more acceptable than a political parody is the day society should just burn down.

▶ Anonymous 03/22/19 (Fri) 16:46:05 ID: fe1b7 No.213368

>>213376

File (hide): 1553269565857-0.png (251.37 KB, 876x1199, 1538330144356-0.png)
>>213355
Easy solution: Aryanne is now Randy's persona. Now their measures
are turned against them.

▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 16:54:22 ID: 517c8 No.213369

Degeneracy is allowed on derpibooru, anti-degeneracy is not. The site has made itself clear.

▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 17:17:30 ID: 2f6a4 No.213371 >>213373

>>213349 (You) (OP)
Just make your own Derpibooru,Goy!

▶ Anonymous

03/22/19 (Fri) 18:06:41 ID: 491c8 No.213373 >>213376

>>213371
I have to agree with this post. Why not make our own image archive and upload all of the aryanne images to it?

▶ Anonymous (You)
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>>213373
an on-site booru would not be the worst thing to have, honestly.
dont know if our administration team can set some software up for this or how much that would cost.
>>213368
well keep this one as a backup plan. lets see how much mental gymanstics tthey do if all detractor art of Aryanne is suddenly a hate crime. Cant say if Randy would be up
for it, but he might do it just for the lulz.
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